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We’ve broken down some of the top-rated online Yoga Teacher Certifications and Schools for you, all Yoga Alliance Certified!









Embarking on the best online yoga teacher training is more than a journey; it’s an evolution.




Thirty years ago, my path as a certified yoga teacher began in Santa Monica with Bryan Kest, learning in a donation-based setting.




This marked the beginning of a lifelong immersion in the yoga and wellness world.




As a teacher who taught in Los Angeles for many years, a relationship coach, and an editor-in-chief, I’ve witnessed yoga’s transformation from those early, tangible sessions to today’s digital realm.




I blend this rich history with guiding you through a world I’ve watched evolve and flourish, aiming for the ideal online yoga teacher training. Plus, don’t miss out on a discounted training offer with Jess Rose (high Yoga Alliance Rating), enhancing your journey even further.









Discover the online course accredited by Yoga Alliance that’s right for you!









  Yoga Alliance Rating: The Net Promoter Score (NPS) is a widely accepted business metric for assessing the loyalty and enthusiasm of our trainees. It’s essential to clarify that unlike the Overall School Rating, the NPS doesn’t directly evaluate the quality of teacher training. Instead, it offers insights into the likelihood of trainees advocating for these programs to others.

NPS ratings are determined by asking each trainee the same question posed in the Overall School Rating: ‘How likely are you to recommend this teacher training to a friend?’ Based on their responses, individuals are categorized into one of three groups:

Ratings of 9 – 10 are designated as ‘promoters.’ These trainees will likely express enthusiasm and recommend your teacher training to their friends.

Ratings of 7 – 8 fall into the ‘neutral’ category. These trainees indicate satisfaction with the teacher training but may not actively promote it to others.

Ratings of 6 or lower are classified as ‘detractors.’ These trainees signify dissatisfaction with their experience.

The NPS is then computed by subtracting the percentage of detractors from the percentage of promoters. The resulting figure quantifies the likelihood of trainees who have completed the training to endorse them to others actively.

Yoga Alliance Registered Yoga School (RYS) staff can opt to display the Net Promoter Score on the school’s public profile.



  
    EDITOR’S PICK! HIGHEST RATING
Movement Wisdom
Yoga styles:

	Vinyasa
	Hatha
	Restorative
	Yin


 

Hours: 200
?


NPS: 9.5
?
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  Yoga Alliance Rating: The Net Promoter Score (NPS) is a widely accepted business metric for assessing the loyalty and enthusiasm of our trainees. It’s essential to clarify that unlike the Overall School Rating, the NPS doesn’t directly evaluate the quality of teacher training. Instead, it offers insights into the likelihood of trainees advocating for these programs to others.

NPS ratings are determined by asking each trainee the same question posed in the Overall School Rating: ‘How likely are you to recommend this teacher training to a friend?’ Based on their responses, individuals are categorized into one of three groups:

Ratings of 9 – 10 are designated as ‘promoters.’ These trainees will likely express enthusiasm and recommend your teacher training to their friends.

Ratings of 7 – 8 fall into the ‘neutral’ category. These trainees indicate satisfaction with the teacher training but may not actively promote it to others.

Ratings of 6 or lower are classified as ‘detractors.’ These trainees signify dissatisfaction with their experience.

The NPS is then computed by subtracting the percentage of detractors from the percentage of promoters. The resulting figure quantifies the likelihood of trainees who have completed the training to endorse them to others actively.

Yoga Alliance Registered Yoga School (RYS) staff can opt to display the Net Promoter Score on the school’s public profile.



  
    PUBLISHER’S CHOICE!
My Vinyasa Practice
Yoga style:

	Vinyasa


Hours: 200, 300, 500

YA Rating: 4.79
?


NPS: 8.7
?
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  Yoga Alliance Rating: The Net Promoter Score (NPS) is a widely accepted business metric for assessing the loyalty and enthusiasm of our trainees. It’s essential to clarify that unlike the Overall School Rating, the NPS doesn’t directly evaluate the quality of teacher training. Instead, it offers insights into the likelihood of trainees advocating for these programs to others.

NPS ratings are determined by asking each trainee the same question posed in the Overall School Rating: ‘How likely are you to recommend this teacher training to a friend?’ Based on their responses, individuals are categorized into one of three groups:

Ratings of 9 – 10 are designated as ‘promoters.’ These trainees will likely express enthusiasm and recommend your teacher training to their friends.

Ratings of 7 – 8 fall into the ‘neutral’ category. These trainees indicate satisfaction with the teacher training but may not actively promote it to others.

Ratings of 6 or lower are classified as ‘detractors.’ These trainees signify dissatisfaction with their experience.

The NPS is then computed by subtracting the percentage of detractors from the percentage of promoters. The resulting figure quantifies the likelihood of trainees who have completed the training to endorse them to others actively.

Yoga Alliance Registered Yoga School (RYS) staff can opt to display the Net Promoter Score on the school’s public profile.



  
    COMMUNITY’S CHOICE!
Brett Larkin, Yoga Uplifted
Yoga style:

	Hatha Vinyasa


Hours: 200, 300, 500

YA Rating: 4.83
?


NPS: 8.8
?
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  Yoga Alliance Rating: The Net Promoter Score (NPS) is a widely accepted business metric for assessing the loyalty and enthusiasm of our trainees. It’s essential to clarify that unlike the Overall School Rating, the NPS doesn’t directly evaluate the quality of teacher training. Instead, it offers insights into the likelihood of trainees advocating for these programs to others.

NPS ratings are determined by asking each trainee the same question posed in the Overall School Rating: ‘How likely are you to recommend this teacher training to a friend?’ Based on their responses, individuals are categorized into one of three groups:

Ratings of 9 – 10 are designated as ‘promoters.’ These trainees will likely express enthusiasm and recommend your teacher training to their friends.

Ratings of 7 – 8 fall into the ‘neutral’ category. These trainees indicate satisfaction with the teacher training but may not actively promote it to others.

Ratings of 6 or lower are classified as ‘detractors.’ These trainees signify dissatisfaction with their experience.

The NPS is then computed by subtracting the percentage of detractors from the percentage of promoters. The resulting figure quantifies the likelihood of trainees who have completed the training to endorse them to others actively.

Yoga Alliance Registered Yoga School (RYS) staff can opt to display the Net Promoter Score on the school’s public profile.



  
    READER’S CHOICE!
YogaRenew
Yoga style:

	Vinyasa


Hours: 200, 300, 500

YA Rating: 4.82
?


NPS: 8.8
?
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Other Online Yoga Teacher Courses:





  Yoga Alliance Rating: The Net Promoter Score (NPS) is a widely accepted business metric for assessing the loyalty and enthusiasm of our trainees. It’s essential to clarify that unlike the Overall School Rating, the NPS doesn’t directly evaluate the quality of teacher training. Instead, it offers insights into the likelihood of trainees advocating for these programs to others.

NPS ratings are determined by asking each trainee the same question posed in the Overall School Rating: ‘How likely are you to recommend this teacher training to a friend?’ Based on their responses, individuals are categorized into one of three groups:

Ratings of 9 – 10 are designated as ‘promoters.’ These trainees will likely express enthusiasm and recommend your teacher training to their friends.

Ratings of 7 – 8 fall into the ‘neutral’ category. These trainees indicate satisfaction with the teacher training but may not actively promote it to others.

Ratings of 6 or lower are classified as ‘detractors.’ These trainees signify dissatisfaction with their experience.

The NPS is then computed by subtracting the percentage of detractors from the percentage of promoters. The resulting figure quantifies the likelihood of trainees who have completed the training to endorse them to others actively.

Yoga Alliance Registered Yoga School (RYS) staff can opt to display the Net Promoter Score on the school’s public profile.



  NPS 8.2?


 YA Rating  4.85?


The Peaceful WarriorHatha Vinyasa
200 Hrs
Go to review
NPS 8.2?


 YA Rating  4.86?


Vinyasa YogashalaMulti Style
200 Hrs
Go to review
NPS n/a?


 YA Rating  4.92?


DoYogaWithMeHatha Vinyasa
200 Hrs


NPS n/a?


 YA Rating  4.34?


Santosha Yoga SchoolHatha Vinyasa
200 300 500 Hrs


NPS 9.2?


 YA Rating  4.88?


Zaz Online Yoga SchoolVinyasa Yoga Nidra Restorative
200 Hrs
Go to review
NPS 9.6?


 YA Rating  4.92?


Akasha Yoga SchoolHatha
200 300 Hrs
Go to review

  










*** Check out Yoga Alliance‘ schools rating system: NPS. (Net Promoter Score)
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        Online Yoga Teacher Training: How to Choose?

    







Understanding Yoga Alliance’ Net Promoter Score (NPS)
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The Net Promoter Score, NPS, is a standard common business measure metric for evaluating and assessing customer loyalty and enthusiasm.




It’s crucial to understand that the NPS differs from the Overall School Rating as it does not evaluate it as an assessment of the quality of the teacher training teacher training. Instead, it measures the likelihood of trainees actively recommending the training to others.




To calculate the NPS, responses to a specific question particular query—the same one used for the Overall School Rating (“How likely are you to recommend this teacher training to a friend?”)—are segmented into three groups:




Ratings of 9 – 10: Scores between 9 and 10 are considered “promoters,” indicating likely enthusiastic trainees to encourage their friends to join the teacher training.

Ratings of 7 – 8: Scores from 7 to 8 are labeled “neutrals,” showing satisfied trainees are content with the training but unlikely less likely to recommend it.

Ratings of 6 or below Scores of 6 or less are “detractors,” representing dissatisfied or unhappy trainees with their experience.

The Net Promoter Score NPS itself is determined and calculated by subtracting the percentage of detractors from the percentage of promoters.




This number score reflects the overall likelihood propensity of trainees to endorse recommending the training to others actively.

RYS staff have the option to display the Net Promoter Score on the school’s public profile, allowing them to decide how to present this information.









Growth and Popularity of Yoga Instructor Certification Online:











	The online yoga course market is witnessing significant growth, with a projected compound annual growth rate of 12.3% from 2021-2027, outpacing both offline courses and yoga teacher training.

	The pandemic has dramatically influenced this shift to online training, offering flexibility for trainers and trainees, allowing the adaptation to remote learning, and saving costs related to travel and venue. **












Online vs. In-Person Training:









	While online yoga teacher training offers logistical advantages, its effectiveness in replicating the physical aspect of yoga, such as adjustments and modifications, is debated. Some employers may inquire about the mode of training to assess suitability for in-person classes.**












Unlocking Accessibility: Advantages of an Online Yoga School









Today’s technological advancements have unlocked possibilities that were once out of reach. Through online yoga teacher training (Y.T.T.), you can access teachings from exceptional instructors, breaking down barriers of distance and location.









Breaking News: Yoga Alliance Recognizes Online Learning with Extended Validity









We are thrilled to bring you this exciting news: Yoga Alliance now recognizes and accredits online Yoga Teacher Training (YTT) programs. 

Schools offering YTT can choose from various formats, including entirely online, in-person, or a combination, requiring at least 15% of online learning to be synchronous. 





This flexibility allows for broader access and caters to different learning styles and constraints, making yoga education more inclusive and adaptable to individual needs.**









A Personal Recommendation









Whether you’re looking to complete a 200, 300, or 500-hour training, we have carefully curated options to suit your aspirations. 

As you peruse the choices ahead, I want to personally highlight the 200 Hours Yoga Movement Yoga Teacher Training. This program stands out to me as an exceptional choice. Additionally, our publisher, Jesse, highly recommends the My Vinyasa YTT program – a transformative journey available in durations of 200, 300, or even 500 hours.









Navigate the below menu by clicking on resonating sections.









Online Yoga Schools & Styles









Hatha and Vinyasa.
Ashtanga Yoga Certification Online.
Power Yoga Online Teacher training certifications.
Restorative Yoga Certification.
Iyengar Online Yoga Certification.
Yoga Nidra Online Yoga Teacher Training
Yin Yoga
Ayurveda Online Yoga Teacher Training Certification
Kundalini Yoga Certification Online
Prenatal Online Yoga Teacher Training Certifications
Breath work Certifications Online









Have you been wondering how to become a Yoga instructor online?









Now could be the time to finally get your yoga instructor training. Many platforms are adjusting and bringing their traditional yoga certification online, while others have been offering E-trainings at their online yoga school for a while. 

The last two years, we saw such a drastic growth of online classrooms, online yoga schools, digital yoga training websites, inspiring the Yoga Alliance to strategize and offer now the 200-hour credential via conventional in-person training and in the format of an online Yoga Instructor Training at one of the many online yoga schools.




By now, you can get precisely the same accredited Yoga Alliance Certificate online, which is quite exciting. 

Many Yoga practitioners are taking this opportunity to deepen their practice and dive into the art of teaching yoga via an online yoga teacher training.




Let’s face it, the trend of learning online is growing tremendously. 

It seems that it will stay, at least for a while, inspiring online yoga schools and lead teachers to continue improving their offerings with high-quality curriculums. 

Most of the online programs below can be used anywhere; however, be aware that many have a live aspect that makes time-zones important.




The universe will probably not give us a better opportunity to find the time to initiate and boost our yogic career. If you are wondering what yoga style to choose and what happens in an yoga certification online course, keep reading and to get your yoga certification online at an online yoga school!









Is an Online Yoga Certification Worth It?









Like anything else in life, taking online yoga teacher training, and integrating yoga instructions online has its pros and cons.




In one aspect, there is the challenge of one’s ability to self-motivate and stay on task, apart from the lack of in-person interaction that some people find essential.




On the other hand, you can take your online certification online  at one of the online yoga schools at your own pace, in the comfort of your home, and develop new self-discipline and accountability skills. In the end, it all comes down to what you personally prefer.




With the world moving digital, online YTT at an online yoga school is a trend very likely to stay. 

Studios and teachers are investing in doing online training as similar and vibrant as the in-person version, including tests and exams to make sure students graduate effectively and be ready to lead a class, on or offline, with confidence. In short, to become a yoga instructor online has never been so accessible as today!









Also Read >>> Online vs in person Yoga Teacher Training









Do I Need a Certification to Teach Yoga?









Yoga can be done and taught by anyone. Obtaining an online yoga teacher training certification by one of the accredited online yoga schools is not a requirement to teach as a yoga instructor, which is still unregulated.

Yoga teachers fit in the same category as coaches (wellness, fitness, etc.); therefore, being certified by a yoga school is not legally necessary to hold group classes or teach privately. Anyone who is compelled to offer their knowledge and services can do so.




Yet, we would highly recommend completing an approved yoga instructor training course if you are looking to teach at the best yoga studios, as most of them will want you to have a minimum of 200-hour training before allowing you to show up in front of students.




Yoga Alliance is one of the most well-known entities that provide accredited yoga certifications online while working hard to advance pro-yoga legislation in the US government. Even so, Yoga Alliance is not a mandatory program and it is voluntary for instructors to get enrolled in the organization.




It is important to note that the Yoga Alliance is not sanctioned by any local, state, or federal government, so being listed in their directory is not required to get insurance or be legally protected while teaching Yoga.




We strongly encourage you to do your own comprehensive research on yoga certification online programs at online yoga schools and entities such as Yoga Alliance and ACE, since, unlike professional accreditation organizations in other fields, there are some controversies – and in the end, it all comes down to a personal choice.









 Also, Read>>> How Much Do Yoga teachers Make? 









Will I Get Yoga Alliance Certified With Any Online Yoga Teacher Training?









Naturally, that depends on the training, teacher, online yoga school, and organization you will be taking the course with. Most leading online yoga schools are accredited by the Yoga Alliance and offer 200 hours, 300 hours, and 500 hours yoga teacher certification.




Keep in mind that in the best yoga studios, favorite teachers are seldom hired simply because they are a Registered Yoga Teacher (RYT), but because of their skill, character, professionalism, and capacity to nurture and inspire.









Searching for the Best Online Yoga Teacher Training Certification









Doing yoga instructor training at an online yoga school is a spiritual undertaking, and as former yoga teachers ourselves, we feel the duty to put it to your attention. There are many components to consider when choosing your online yoga teacher training and obtaining a yoga teacher certification.




Over the years of being a leading media source in yoga, our experience has been that each online yoga school will be preaching to their choir. Each of them often authentically expresses how they are considered to be the best choice for online yoga schools globally; however, doing your research and finding out what is actually best for you personally should be at the core of your decision.




Some schools have massive marketing budgets, some none; nevertheless, we have selected in this article the one we felt offered cohesive and well-put-together yoga instructor certification that would provide a deep foundation for you to teach yoga safely and efficiently. Below you will find detailed information on each yoga instructor certification course to help you navigate through the various offerings.









10 things to consider when Selecting Your Best Online Yoga Teacher Training









What type of yoga attracts you?









There are a variety of yoga types for all tastes. Before choosing a yoga certification or yoga instructor training program, think about what you want to teach. Vinyasa is more flowing and imaginative, while Hatha is more based on power. Select a theme that excites you.









How are lessons delivered?









Some of the training programs will have live virtual yoga classes, giving you the closest experience to the in-person class. However, Live interaction might result in poor sound quality, delays, and challenging group interactions.




In a sizeable class, the instructor has no visibility about what is happening. Pre-recordings are typical of higher quality and allow you to interrupt, replay, and watch at your own speed.




Becoming a yoga teacher needs a lot of preparation and mentoring, and doing a yoga teacher certification at an online yoga school demands discipline and commitment. Make sure that you are joining online yoga schools taught by people who are in regular contact with you and support you all along the way.









Who are the teachers?









Your instructors will have a significant impact on you as a yoga teacher. Do you trust their experience and knowledge? Do what they do and how they do it concern you? Get to know the teachers who are leading your yoga instructor training, as well as their opinions, values, and experience.









When possible, try to contact the instructor who will be offering your yoga certification online. Don’t be afraid to ask to speak to them, and perhaps even check out their regular online classes at their online yoga school to see if you feel safe and motivated.









Is the online yoga school responsive?









When and how the school reacts is a clear indicator of how they support their students. You will end up spending a few weeks or months of your life with the instructors, so they must care for you! Ask all the questions you want to see how and what they say.









A gap of more than 24 hours on any email could be a sign they’re not keeping up with your pace. Remember, this is your yoga path, and you deserve all the questions to be answered.









 Also Read>>> How to Become a Yoga Instructor 









Are the online yoga schools community-based?









Learning online can be lonely. Community encouragement will play a role in inspiring you to complete your online yoga instructor training. Ask if your online yoga school and their yoga teacher program provide opportunities to communicate with others and social support (Facebook groups, forums, etc.).









What are the credentials?









You will find each program’s yoga instructor certification credentials in their provider directory at Yoga Alliance and on their website page promoting the training. In the schools we selected below, we also classified what credentials they offer to make it easier on you as you research so that you can find the best yoga teacher training that is right for you.









What’s included in your online yoga teacher training certification?









Make sure to review what is included in your tuition kit, such as pre-recorded videos, a textbook, the assessments, the certification exam, additional time with teachers, etc. These quickly add up to your yoga teacher certification, so be sure to know the cost and the quality.









Prices differ depending on which online yoga teacher training certification program you select. Although lower prices represent less assistance, it may also be attributed to less experienced teachers or personal interaction with the teachers. Yet, many training pieces are organized to provide answers to your questions in advance and maintain a high level of instructions without a one-on-one connection.









Does It Suit Your Schedule?









Online yoga certificates are sometimes delivered at set dates, while others are entirely self-paced. Pay attention to the flexibility to tailor the schedule to your needs, or you can end up with tuition you can’t manage. Considering the time you have available and how many hours you can devote to online yoga instructor training is crucial.









What do Past Students Have to Say?









If you don’t know about yoga, try asking a yoga practitioner; they will probably tell you. Find testimonials on the yoga instructor training school’s website and potentially contact past pupils to learn more about their journey to obtain their yoga instructor certification. They will provide you with all the insights that the school’s sales page doesn’t necessarily tell you.









Trust Your Gut Feeling?









In the end, the best yoga certification online course that will be right for you is the one that “feels right” and provides the results you expect. Listen to your instinct; it rarely misleads you!









Entirely Self-Paced versus Online Live Training Certification









Online yoga training at online yoga schools tend to be static in terms of material and interaction since most of the teaching is pre-recorded. It is important to note that yoga is profoundly different from other topics. There are great chances that this online yoga teacher training will be an altering life journey. So how not to lose the essence of yoga teaching while doing it all online?

		
			
			
			
		

		
			Sign Up to Our Newsletter

			Get Inspired, Stay Connected!

			


            

			

		

	








For sure a personalized connection to the teachers makes a big difference indeed, and is an essential part of integrating any teaching. However, we have to say, due to the ever-growing technology, some of the yoga certification online programs we have selected offer a real solid base and well-organized information. You can sense the teachers’ influence, and in most cases, even if the teaching is 100% self-paced, you still can ask questions and obtain live feedback.









On the other hand, the beauty of LIVE learning, even if all digital, is that because training is not only about gaining information, but connecting with classmates and with your teachers, the one-on-one LIVE contact with an instructor, or even community zoom calls are more comprehensive. At times recordings may be useful for covering certain subjects but won’t give you the full community vibe at your online yoga school.









Several remarkable changes will happen when you go through your yoga certification online program at an online yoga school, as it is a truly transformative journey. Not only will you learn to lead small and large groups, create proper sequencing, and teach poses that will be safe for your students, you also will experience drastic inner growth.









In this article, we provide much information on the best aspects of becoming a yoga teacher. We have also taken the time to review many online yoga instructor certifications from various online yoga schools to offer everyone a valuable option suitable for every taste and wallet.









We have focused on the basic version of the yoga certification online available, mainly the most accessible yoga certification program, called 200-Hour Hatha training, but naturally, many organizations offer more advanced options.









Best Online Yoga Teacher Training Certification Programs









We have classified the accredited by the Yoga Alliance by 11 Yoga styles. Read below so you can pick the one that best suits your needs.




	Hatha and Vinyasa
	Ashtanga
	Power yoga
	Restorative
	Iyengar
	Yoga Nidra
	Yin yoga
	Ayurveda
	Kundalini
	Prenatal
	Breathwork











1. Hatha and Vinyasa.









When describing Hatha Yoga, “Ha” means sun and is represented by the sun of your body, your soul, while “Tha” means moon, which represents your consciousness, your mind.




So Hatha Yoga is the search for balance between the solar and lunar forces, respectively male and female. This is achieved through the union of the mind with the soul with full attention to action.




Vinyasa is a link between mind, body, and breath, represented by the synchronization between breathing and movement. It brings dynamism and intensity to the practice but does not have a fixed series. The time spent in postures is shorter than in Hatha, which results in rhythmic, fluid classes.




In general, Hatha Yoga is the most sought-after practice by beginners, as it has a calmer pace and can be adapted for any audience. In Vinyasa Yoga, the asana sequences are fluid and coordinated with the breath, which makes the practice a little more vigorous.









The most accessible: My Vinyasa Practice Online Yoga Teacher Training
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My Vinyasa Practice online yoga teacher training program is an alternative to traditional programs taught in a studio while still maintaining the integrity in training, depth of learning, and personalized experience one should expect. Upon completion, teachers are eligible to teach private clients, groups, and corporate clients, in the studio, gym, retreats, and clinical settings.




This yoga certification online comes with an online component that mirrors the entire 200-hour in-person YTT. The online course covers Patanjali’s Yoga Sutras, the history & philosophy of Ayurveda & Yoga through the lens of Tantra Yoga, dharma and karma, anatomy and physiology, sequencing, such as energetic consciousness, chakras, and conventional rituals for consciousness elevation.




  Included in this yoga certification online training:

	Format: Self-Paced
	Duration: 200 Hours (300 and 500 also available)
	Price: 50 % Off if Paid In full: $375, (Original price $750).
	Installments: 3 payments of $250.
	Yoga style: Vinyasa
	Videos (newly re done videos with updated manuals)
	E-copies
	Podcasts
	Live stream membership for 30 days.
	Lifetime access.
	Certification: Yoga Alliance International Accredited
	Instagram: @myvinyasapractice
	Website: myvinyasapractice.com


 

Read Reviews on about this training on Yoga Alliance


      
        Pros
	Affordable and accessible tuition, with options for one-time payments and installment plans.
	Complete your training at your own pace once you meet all of them. Certification requirements: Register as RYT200 with Yoga Alliance.
	Choose from various Yoga Teacher Training Bundles to match your interests and specializations.
	Attend weekly live Q&A sessions and lectures with our Lead Trainers.
	Access over 1000 hours of pre-recorded content anytime, even after graduation. All Practice Courses come with lifetime access.
	Enjoy a 7-day free Online Studio membership with daily live classes and on-demand yoga, meditation, and pranayama content.
	Unlimited 1:1 support through Peer Support Representatives.
	Connect with a global community of yogis to share, exchange, and elevate collective consciousness.
	Receive personalized assistance from Lead Trainers and in-house Yoga Therapists.
	Options to swap your purchase and apply the credit towards our in-person YTT in Austin, Texas, are available.


Cons
	Course Manual is included as a PDF file. You can print the Manual locally or purchase a copy via their Shop.
	Facilitated entirely online.
	Live Meetings and Calls are in Central US Time.
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Movement Wisdom with Jess Rose
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The Movement · Wisdom 200-Hour program offers little-known and cutting-edge insights into movement science and yoga philosophy, making every class both fun and transformational for your physical practice and yogic mindset. 

Don’t miss out on an exclusive discount of $100 off! The program teaches you why you (or your students) can’t go deeper in a pose and what to do about it—knowledge that 99% of yoga teachers do not have, yet it’s invaluable for enhancing your teaching and students’ practice. 

Lead trainer Jess Rose, beloved by more than 1 million yogis worldwide, not only leads popular classes on yoga’s most renowned platforms but also delves deep into the spiritual and philosophical aspects of yoga. 

With extensive study and application of yoga philosophy in India, Jess offers a detailed, technical teaching style that goes beyond the physical practice, guiding you to use the wisdom of yoga to create a purposeful, joyful, and passionate life. 

Get ready to gain a new perspective on life and unlock the incredible potential of a yogic mindset through this transformative training.




Gains from participating in the Movement Wisdom YTT:




	Learn the little-known method to take your yoga practice from ordinary to extraordinary. 
	Understand the answer to, “Why doesn’t this pose work for me as it does for everyone else?” and be able to do something to fix it.
	Become one of the few yoga teachers who understand yoga philosophy and bring it to life in your classes.
	Blow your students away by giving them the gift of 4 different styles of yoga classes: Hatha, Vinyasa, Yin, and Restorative.





  Included in this yoga certification online training:

	Format: Self-paced
	Duration: 200 hours
	Price: $945 one-time payment (price will increase soon!)
	Installments: $175/month for six months or $325/month for three months
	Yoga styles: Hatha, Vinyasa Flow, Yin & Restorative
	Videos
	Articles
	Downloadable audio lectures
	Live group calls every week with your lead trainer and other students.
	Certification: Yoga Alliance International approved 200 Hour Yoga Teacher Certification in Hatha, Vinyasa Flow, Yin Yoga & Restorative Yoga.
	Website: jessrose.yoga
	Y.A.I. Certification: Yoga Alliance





      
        Pros
	Engaging, exciting, and entertaining content that will change your perspective on life.
	Gives you a tremendous amount of wisdom in both the physical and spiritual.
	Includes a beautiful 400+ page manual
	Teaches you four styles of yoga plus meditation and Breathwork to make you a versatile teacher.
	Boasts a super fun and highly-engaged community of yogis sharing tips, questions, jokes, pictures, resources, and more
	Includes optional weekly challenges to help you get through the course on your preferred timeline.
	Tons of interaction with other students and teachers in the live weekly calls.
	Get in-depth, personal help and feedback on your poses, sequences, and teaching.


Cons
	Initial access to the course is for one year but with the option to extend access indefinitely.
	Digital manual (but with the opportunity to upgrade to a paper manual at an extra cost).
	Live calls are best suited only to North and South America and the EU.
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A personalized certification program: Brett Larkin Yoga Uplifted
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An exciting feature of Brett Larkin’s Uplifted program is the bonus business training she offers to help her students to succeed as a certified online yoga teacher. She covers topics such as how to best negotiate your fee with studio owners, market yourself online, and scale your business like she has – with close to 1 million followers. 




The Uplifted program provides specific fascia modules, which is beyond the anatomy taught in most classical yoga trainings.  Beyond Yoga Alliance it’s accredited though ACE, NASM and AFAA, making it a popular choice for doctors, nurses, pilates, fitness instructors, personal trainers.









  Included in this online yoga teacher training certification:

	Format: Watch at Home Videos (self-paced), 600-page paper color manual mailed to you, Live Zoom Calls (commit to 1 two-hour call per week and graduate in 4 months)
	Duration: 200 Hours (300 and 500 available). 8-10 hours a week, 4-months to graduate as a 200-Hour student.
	Price: $2,850 (full) or $199/mo in 14 installments.
	Yoga style: Hatha / Vinyasa
	Certification: 200 Hour Yoga Certification with Yoga Alliance plus additional accreditation with ACE, NASM and AFAA
	Website: upliftedyoga


 

Read Reviews on about this training on Yoga Alliance


      
        Pros
	600-page paper manual. Uplifted is the only online teacher training that globally ships a paper manual corresponding to everything within their app. 
	96% graduation rate. Most other online training courses are less than 30%. Many students sign up for online training, but only some cross the finish line, which is not true in the Uplifted program. 
	Includes specialty modules on Yin Yoga, Prenatal Yoga, Myofascial Release, the Chakra system, and how to create a thriving online yoga business. 
	Additional accreditation through ACE, NASM, and AFAA


Cons
	Price. Despite Uplifted’s payment plans (some as low as $199/mo), not all students can afford the $2850 tuition.
	Limited Space: Students are handheld through every aspect of their certification journey, but this intimacy comes with a capped class size and higher tuition than other online training.
	No Arm Balances and Minimal Inversions: The training adopts a therapeutic approach – the curriculum does not cover advanced physical asana beyond headstand and shoulder stand.
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Individual Attention & Supportive Community: Zazyoga
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What differentiates Zazyoga yoga certification online (200h Mindful Movement Online Yoga Teacher Training Certification) is its customized approach. With daily personal feedback and one-on-one coaching from the teachers, the Zazyoga student becomes a member of a community that gains a deep understanding of yoga as a best practice and as a lifestyle.




Combining the active and creative Vinyasa style with the calming practices of Restorative Yoga and Yoga Nidra, Zazyoga online yoga training approaches yoga as a toolbox to bring wellness and balance in your everyday life.




Zazyoga Mindful Momentum approach includes being mindful, teaching mastery, and practicing functional alignment.




A strong emphasis is put on functional anatomy. Students working toward their yoga instructor certification learn the biomechanics of the practices and their effects and applications for the body and the mind. Because each body is different, learn how to adapt the techniques and make yoga accessible for everyone, regardless of their age, level of fitness, conditions, or injuries.




Mindfulness transpires in every aspect of this online YTT program. Through yoga philosophy and mindful practices, students get to observe and understand the mind’s functioning, release thought patterns, and transform their lives on and off the mat.




With the most in-depth knowledge of teaching methods and practice, Zazyoga students build faith and have a distinctive voice while offering their yoga classes.




  Included in this yoga certification online training:

	Format: self-paced + one on one
	Duration: 200 Hours (Full-time in 30 days or part-time according to your schedule)
	Price: Special COVID price US$ 1,397 (from US$ 2,800), or monthly charge of $141.
	Bridge program for yoga instructors: US$ 797 (discounted from US$ 1,997) installments available for up to six monthly payments.
	Style: Vinyasa / Yoga Nidra/ Restorative /
	Downloadable manuals and worksheets
	Daily personal practice feedback
	one-on-one coaching calls with the teachers
	Live community calls each week.
	Certification: Yoga Alliance accredited
	Lifetime access to the course material.
	IG: @zazyoga
	Read Reviews on about this training on Yoga Alliance
	Website: Zazyoga



      
        Pros
	Very personal yoga teacher training, with direct access to the lead teachers and daily personal feedback interaction to support your journey and deepen your practice, including feedback on 90+ Asanas.
	Possibility to complement the training with an in-person Bali retreat exclusive to Zazyoga students.
	Inclusive approach, teaching you to adapt the practice to any body shape or health condition.
	A practical and applicable approach combining ancient yogic wisdom, ayurveda, and modern science, making the content fun, engaging, and relevant to your modern life.
	Includes 300+ page manual and over 300 hours of bonus content on various yoga-related topics.
	Supportive and engaged community to interact with through the platform, a private Facebook group, and during the live calls.
	Flexible schedule to respect your circadian cycle and fit the training into your daily life.


Cons
	Price: While payment plans are available for as low as $183 per month, Zazyoga remains more expensive than many schools due to the direct, private, and personal support from the lead teachers.
	One year of access to the platform, with the possibility to extend for a small fee.
	Self-paced means that your discipline and motivation determine how quickly you complete your training.
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Well-Rounded Foundation: Yoga Renew
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Regardless if you are a beginner or an advanced student of yoga, this training will deepen your yoga knowledge for the same price as a weekend workshop! But this is not just for the price point that we liked this yoga instructor training course; there are an excellent cohesiveness and a strong foundation of the provided yoga philosophy.




Once you receive your certificate and finish all the training materials, you can start looking for a studio to teach or even create your own yoga teaching business. This course is a self-paced one to decide when to start and when to finish. Upon completion, you receive an official 200 Hour accredited by Yoga Alliance.




When you purchase the online yoga certification, you will also receive valuable yoga books, information, and video content to add to your previous training if you are an already certified teacher.




  Here is what you will learn in this online YTT:

	Format: Self-paced
	Duration: 200 hours
	Price: $USD 437 or monthly payment of $USD 80 (for 6 months)
	Also offer a 300 hrs ($USD 547) + 500 hrs ($USD 900)
	Style of yoga: Vinyasa
	YTT resources
	Yoga teaching videos
	24/7 support online
	Hold live weekly zoom calls.
	50 Class Sequence Plans For You To Use Today ($150 value)
	Weekly Emails (Quotes, Pose Guides, Sequence Ideas, Teaching Tips and Playlists)
	Legal Sample Waiver of Liability ($250 value)
	2 Free Yoga Resume Templates ($200 Value)
	Free Sample Yoga Client Intake & Health History Form ($250 Value)
	Yoga Asana Teaching Cue Flashcards ($50 Value)
	125 Yoga Class Theme Ideas ($55 Value)
	Access to Yoga Inspiration Class Playlist
	Sample Yoga Client Intake + Health History Form ($250 Value)
	Meditation Videos
	Guided Meditation Scripts ($100 Value)
	3 Ebooks ($150 Value)
	Access to ongoing tips and new updates to the course
	Website: YogaRenew


 

Read our writer’s personal review on YogaRenew’s Online YTT


      
        Pros
	Register with Yoga Alliance upon completion.
	Lifetime access to three full-length eBooks, extensive video content, and sequencing plans.
	Lifetime access to live Zoom calls.
	Access to student & teacher mentor community.
	Business resources & templates
	Access to discounted yoga teacher insurance.
	Professionally edited videos.
	Individualized feedback.
	On-demand content & recorded live calls.
	Affordable pricing & payment plans.


Cons
	Online training not held in person, but in-person training is available at YogaRenew’s studio location.
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‘In-person’ training – Yoga Farm Ithaca
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Radiant Warrior Online Yoga & Mindfulness YTT certification includes Vinyasa yoga, Hatha yoga, and Mindfulness training. In this 200-hour Yoga Alliance accredited Teacher Training Certification with Yoga Farm, you will learn how to teach yoga online AND in person. This yoga instructor course online is run by a nonprofit as a living embodiment of its mission to give access to as many people as possible to the benefit of yoga.




This YTT online is excellent for beginners to yoga as you don’t need to have an advanced yoga practice to register for this program. You can start right where you are. You won’t work by yourself. Instead, this is an interactive yoga instructor certification with live classrooms as well as self-paced components.




The course contains a module for ‘teaching online’, covering technology, internet, zoom, social media, and how to ‘hold space’ for a class that isn’t physically present. 

This online yoga certification will train you to teach in front of a single camera with the help of highly-skilled instructors whom you have access to during and beyond the training. The live taught classrooms and set hours create uplifting and interactive training with lots of personal connection and interaction.




  Included in this yoga certification online training:

	Format: Self-paced + one on one
	Duration: The course curriculum is 12 weeks.
	Price: $1,499
	Payment Plan Best Option 1 (8 monthly payments of $199 after a deposit of $199 (9 total payments)
	Payment Plan Best Option 2 (4 monthly payments of $329 after a deposit of $329 (5 total payments – save $150)
	If already a certified 200hr yoga teacher, you can join as a refresher YTT for $799
	Yoga style: Vinyasa yoga, Hatha yoga, and Mindfulness
	Ability to ask questions to expert guides during the training with live interaction.
	200-hour Yoga Alliance Accredited Teacher Training Certification.
	Instagram: @yogafarmithaca
	Read Reviews on about this training on Yoga Alliance
	Website: YogaFarm
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Become a certified yoga instructor with The Peaceful Warriors
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Refine and deepen your practice and find your unique yoga voice.




Practice, Explore, Learn, Grow, Connect & Smile




Maria’s 200HR Online YTT pathway follows a unique, flexible, and modular program structure, allowing you to go entirely at your own pace and customize your online YTT journey based on your preferences, availability, and budget.




Maria’s online YTT program includes all the critical elements of in-person training, such as community, live interaction, and teamwork.




  Included in this online yoga certification:

	Format: Self-paced + one on one
	Duration: 200 hours
	Price: $397 USD Full Payment (Save 25%) – Special YOGI TIMES Discount use Coupon Code: YOGIT25OFF at check out.
	3 x $165 USD 3 Monthly Installments
	Pre-recorded lectures & written content
	Videos of all the poses
	Recorded best practices with the yoga masters at Siddhi Yoga
	Direct feedback from your mentor
	200 Hour YTT Manual
	Access to the Siddhi private group
	Guided Meditations
	Teaching Methodology
	Bhakti Yoga
	Yoga Anatomy
	Pranayama
	Yoga Philosophy
	Asanas
	Access to 100s of prepared sequences
	Free access to Restorative Yoga Add – On ($147 Value)
	Free access to Ayurveda Add – On ($197 Value)
	Website: ThePeacefulWarriors



      
        Pros
	Access to a virtual community where like-minded students can connect worldwide.
	The unique, flexible, and modular program structure allows you to go at your own pace and customize your online YTT journey based on your preferences and availability.
	100% online.
	International accreditation through the Yoga Alliance.
	Instant access to the course content. Dive right in or explore little bits at a time as it suits your lifestyle. 
	Lifetime access to the course content, so you can repeat and re-visit any part of the program as often as you like.
	7-day money-back guarantee.
	Includes four manuals: Yoga Anatomy Manual, Yoga History & Philosophy Manual, Sequencing Manual & Teaching Yoga for Different Demographics Manual.
	Get in-depth help and feedback on poses, sequences, and teaching.
	Includes three specialty modules on Prenatal Yoga, the Chakra system, and how to create a thriving online yoga business.


Cons
	No monthly live calls (But always possible to schedule a Zoom call with them).
	Cheapest (yet offering high-quality online training with detailed individual feedback).
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Vinyasa Yogashala
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The instructors at Vinyasa Yogashala, with their collective experience of over 21 years, bring a wealth of knowledge and insight. This online Yoga Teacher Training (YTT) is crafted to be accessible, offering a comprehensive learning journey at a reasonable investment. Flexibility is key; participants can pace their learning, completing the course over a maximum of six months.




For those exploring their options in yoga teacher training, Vinyasa Yogashala extends an invitation to experience their offerings through a one-week trial. This opportunity allows for a glimpse into their teaching style and course structure, ensuring it aligns with your aspirations.




  Included in this online yoga certification:

	Self-paced format.
	200-hour duration, with 300 and 500-hour options available.
	The course covers Traditional Hatha Yoga, Ashtanga Yoga, Vinyasa Flow, Kundalini Yoga, YIN Yoga, and more.
	Includes yoga manuals and books.
	Accredited with a Yoga Alliance certificate.
	One year of weekly live sessions.
	Currently offered at a 50% discount, priced at 390 USD.
	Website: Vinyasayogashala.com



      
        Pros
	Global Accessibility: Learn from top yoga teachers regardless of location.
	Flexible Scheduling: Tailor your yoga learning to fit your timetable.
	Comfort of Home: Experience yoga training in your own comfortable space.
	Cost-Effective: Economical option, reducing additional expenses.
	Enhanced Privacy: Ideal for those seeking a private, confident learning environment.


Cons
	Reduced Direct Interaction: Online training may lack the immediate feedback and social dynamics of in-person training.
	Potential for Distractions: Home environments can bring distractions, challenging discipline and focus.
	Limited Hands-On Experience: The physical aspect and group dynamics of offline training are less pronounced in an online setting.
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  View 10 More Courses











2. Ashtanga Yoga Certification Online.









Ashtanga Yoga is an online yoga school and system introduced in the West by Sri K Pattabi Jois that aims to purify the body and mind through the eight limbs of Ashtanga Yoga:




	Yama (self-discipline)
	Niyama (religious observance)
	Asana (posture)
	Pranayama (breath holding)
	Pratyahara (abstraction of the senses)
	Dharana (concentration)
	Dhyana (meditation)
	Samadhi (state of supra-consciousness)





The structure of this yoga teacher training online is of fluid and vigorous sequence. The breath synchronizes each movement in a predetermined composition, depending on the level of the series you are in. There are 5 series of asanas in this method, and to reach the next series or level, it is necessary to master all postures in the previous series or series.









Akasha Academy –  Yoga Online Yoga Teacher Training
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The Yoga teacher training courses at Akasha Yoga Academy provides are 100% legit. Their three main instructors are genuine experts in Yoga, with over 60 years of experience between them! The school’s comprehensive approach includes one-on-one coaching, specialized instruction, live sessions, adaptable scheduling, and abundant high-quality materials. 

Multiple five-star reviews attest to the program’s excellence, and the comprehensive curriculum’s emphasis on traditional breathing exercises for Hatha Yoga shows its well-received among students. 

Besides Akasha’s already affordable tuition, they’re providing a whopping 50% off, plus 15 unique extras. Be a part of their thriving Yogic community, where you’ll be taught by genuine gurus and exposed to fresh ideas.




  Included in this yoga certification online:

	Real Hatha Yoga centered on conscious breathing.
	200-Hour Yoga Teacher Training that goes above and beyond the minimum standards set by the Yoga Alliance.
	An engaging and comprehensive curriculum that will help you grow as a person.
	Superb TV production that can be viewed on any screen.
	Reliable knowledge gathered from years of actual research, study, and application.
	Topics include asanas, posture, alignment, sequencing, pranayamas, heart meditation, living history, applied anatomy, teaching methods, self-practice, and much more.
	Effective marketing and networking techniques for educators.
	Regular live broadcasts
	Personal attention
	They are offering a 50% discount and reasonable payment terms.
	All films and resources are available indefinitely.
	Detailed 700-page Course Materials.
	A flexible timetable is available to help you complete this Yoga TTC.
	Compassionate guidance in a secure, stimulating setting for education.
	Website: AkashaAcademy



      
        Pros
	Highly reputable, with over 1000 Yoga Teachers graduated.
	High review scores at the International Yoga Alliance.
	Blends ancient teachings with modern science.
	Emphasizes universal connection & consciousness.
	Offers personalized mentorship and individual attention.
	Focuses on holistic spiritual evolution.
	Flexible pacing tailored to individual needs.
	Affordable courses with payment plan options.
	Strong community with 14 live calls per week.
	Three lead teachers with over 60 years of combined experience.
	Emphasizes physical, mental, and spiritual growth.
	Offers practical experience with over 10 hours of practicum.


Cons
	Lacks physical, in-person interaction due to online format.
	Relies heavily on students’ self-motivation and discipline.
	May be challenging for those who prefer structured classroom environments.
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3. Power Yoga Online Yoga Certifications – 







Best Online Yoga Teacher Training








The yoga teacher training online Power yoga is, in fact, a more dynamic variation of Yoga, ideal for those who enjoy the practice but feel the need for something more intense. Therefore, it has been widely practiced in gyms – because it is essentially a more active type of Yoga. It has the influence of other methods, such as ashtanga vinyasa.









Yoga for Athletes – Sage yoga teacher training
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Explore this in-depth connection between these two fields, Yoga and Sports. Yoga for Athletes is a dynamic yoga teacher training online for athletes – online courses reading material, lecture, weaving, discussion groups, and more – by Sage Rountree – columnist, author, teaching professor, and teaching trainer. 

This online yoga instructor training will help you improve your practice, construct your business strategy, make your students’ yoga philosophy approachable as well as prepare you to coach athletes of all skills and levels.




  Included in this online yoga teacher training:

	Format: Combining video footage from Sage’s week-long teachers’ intensive with online learning, reading, and homework, this course helps teachers of every form of yoga understand how to teach yoga to athletes. He attended a number of inspirational teachers and learning centers such as the Shivananda Yoga Centre, Ashtanga Yoga, and Iyengar Yoga.
	Duration: 200 Hours (500 hours available)
	Price: $1,699.00 (can also be taken as separate modules)
	Yoga style: Hatha
	Certification: Yoga Alliance accredited 200-hour level certification in teaching yoga to athletes
	Instagram: @sageroundtree
	Website: yogainternational.com
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4. Restorative Yoga Certification Best Online Yoga Teacher Training









In practicing Restorative Yoga, asanas are held longer than usual – around five to 20 minutes. The asanas are backed by several props – such as eye pillows, walls, bolsters, blocks, blankets, yoga sandbags, straps & chairs – to minimize any possible strain and to alleviate any stress.




Stephanie’s Online Yoga School: 200 and 300-Hr: Yin, Restorative & Vinyasa.
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This intensive online yoga teacher training explores the fundamentals of yoga theory and teachings. 

It’s a self-paced yoga instructor training course that works on every computer. After completing the course, you can get free lifetime access to their online group as well as a considerable sum of extra assistance.

 Despite the fact that this is a self-paced course, you will have direct access to the lead instructor to address any thoughts or questions you might have. 

After completing this yoga instructor certification, you will be able to buy high-quality occupational liability protection for yoga instructors via Insurance Canopy as a 200-hour Yoga Alliance accredited yoga instructor. 

When you’ve signed up, check out all of the additional incentive offers! The cost of each course varies. (A variety of choices are available.)




  With this yoga certification online, you get:

	Yamas, Niyamas – Yoga Philosophy
	Ancient Texts, Styles of Yoga – Yoga History
	Home Practice
	Anatomy
	The Chakras
	Meditation
	Chanting, Pranayamas
	Basic Sanskrit
	Posture, Body Assessment
	Asanas (100+ Asanas covered across 9 Asana Categories),
	Sequencing
	Introduction to Ayurveda
	Preventing Injuries
	Chair & Restorative Yoga
	Teaching Methodology
	Adjustments
	Yoga as a Business
	Website: courses.onlineyoga.school



      
        Pros
	Enroll in the 200 hours and get three bonus certifications for free that can be used as continuing education hours: Restorative, Chair yoga, and Ayurveda course.
	Affordable tuition – $345, and convenient payment plans available.
	Free listing in their Ultimate Yoga Teacher Directory with built-in SEO.
	3-months of free membership to their virtual yoga studio with live daily yoga classes and a library of on-demand yoga classes and workshops.
	International community of yoga teachers.
	Optional live sessions to support you in your journey.
	Ongoing support, including weekly class plans, playlists, quotes, and more, to inspire you and support you in your teaching career.


Cons
	No connection to in-person training.
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A comprehensive restorative online yoga teacher training program by Yoga International
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In this yoga teacher training online, Cyndi Lee led students to learn how to work with different body sizes, shapes, and abilities while applying restorative poses and 




principles. Cindy will also teach prop hacks for when traditional props are not available. Among the complete sequences shown in the course, she also offers two Buddhist meditation practices.




One of the differentials of this yoga instructor training is that Cindy will help students not only understand how to introduce a restorative pose into a class but also different ways to sequence a class for either energizing or quieting down. 

Finally, she covers the most common teaching obstacles and different ways to overcome them, so that the students can feel confident after completing the course.




  Included in this online restorative course:

	Format: self-paced
	Duration: 6 Hours
	Yoga style: Restorative
	Price: $225
	Bite-size videos
	Manual
	PDF
	Certification: Yoga alliance approved – Digital certificate of completion that counts for YACE* requirement.
	Instagram: @yoga_international
	Website: yogainternational.com
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Supportive and knowledgeable – Siddhi Yoga Restorative online yoga certification
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This online yoga teacher training is 25 hours of self-paced instruction by Yoga Master Dr. Shobhit Ghanshyala in Rishikesh, India. Affectionately known as Govinda, Shobhit discovered Yoga in his early twenties. 

He studied with many inspiring teachers and different traditional schools as well as in ashrams like Shivananda ashram, Ashtanga, and Iyengar. He is a certified E-RYT500 and Yoga Alliance Continuing Education Provider (YACEP) from Yoga Alliance USA.




This yoga instructor training focuses on what is Restorative Yoga, its history, how to use the appropriate props, the benefits of the practice, and the principles of teaching and demonstration. It also put some light on the difference between Restorative Yoga & Yin Yoga.




  Included in this yoga teacher training online:

	Format: Self-paced training
	Duration: 25 hours
	Price: $147
	Yoga Style: Restorative
	50 pages manual
	40 + video training
	Certification: Yoga alliance approved – 25 YACEP hours
	Access to a private group
	Lifetime access and support
	Website: siddhiyoga.online
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5. Iyengar Online Training Certifications.









Iyengar Yoga is focused on the teachings of master B.K.S Iyengar. In this online yoga certification, asanas are taught with high technical rigor and focus on alignment, the beginner student quickly gains vitality by bringing the flow of prana to his cells, awakening body awareness and integrally improving his health.









Beginners’ training: Yoga Vastu
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Yoga Vastu offers great Iyengar yoga videos that stream live. They have forty years of teaching experience and are still keeping up with the latest music trends.



They have a variety of classes and yoga certification programs online, but the Iyengar basic foundation training is for a beginner student. This beginner online YTT shows a step-by-step introduction to the basic postures and allows a regular progression class by class.




The aim is to help students construct a firm understanding of the subject and prepare them for more comprehensive training.




  Included in this yoga certification online:

	Format: a five-part course through videos.
	Duration: around 5 hours.
	Price: 3 free videos or unlimited access to the training for 14 days.
	Monthly fee: $12.24
	Annual fee: $123.74
	Yoga style: Iyengar
	Certification: No
	Instagram: @yogavastu
	Website: yogavastu.com
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6. Best Yoga Nidra Yoga Certification Online









The yoga teacher training online Yoga Nidra, or yogic sleep, is a meditation technique to physically, mentally, and emotionally reach profound levels of relaxation. It is deeply restorative and gives you a sense of wholeness.









Build your own voice: Scott Moore Yoga
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According to Scott, one of the things that differentiate Yoga Nidra from other forms of mindfulness is its emphasis on getting relaxed as the gateway to experiencing your True Nature, that of Awareness itself.




This online yoga instructor Nidra training assists in fostering an enhanced Yoga Nidra awareness. Also, it teaches students its philosophy and how they can find their own voice to show it authentically and powerfully.




  Included in this online certification:

	Format: Self-paced
	Duration: 20 Hours
	Price: $345 (full) or payment plans available.
	Yoga style: Nidra
	Audio Files
	Video files
	Scripts
	Full book
	Instruction manual
	Certification: Yoga alliance approved – Yes, you can earn 20 hours of continuing education accredited by Yoga Alliance.
	Website: scottmooreyoga.com
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7. Yin Yoga Online Yoga Teacher Training Certification









The practice of yin yoga is related to this Taoist view of the world and to the division that it does everything in yin/yang and this transformation of energy that occurs continuously.




The term yin started to be used to differentiate it from yang practices, as the main physical and energetic focus is another. 

While yang practices – such as Ashtanga, Vinyasa, and Power Yoga – focus mainly on strengthening muscles, stimulating the cardiovascular system, and increasing flexibility, yin practice more effectively targets other tissues in the body, the connective tissue that forms our joints (bones and ligaments), which are often so neglected throughout life that we end up “rusty” in old age.









Pranamaya Yin Yoga: The Functional Approach
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Paul Grilley, the master teacher of The Functional Approach course, believes that the idea that everyone must achieve a visually “perfect pose” is a fallacy that can result in ineffectiveness and even injury.




That’s why in this online YTT – which fits both beginners and teachers – the students learn to identify the 7 archetypal pose families, their purposes and variations, the 24 Target Areas of the body, and the essential anatomical aspects of each Yin Yoga pose.




  Included in this yoga instructor certification online:

	Format: self-paced
	Duration: 20 Hours. Lifetime access.
	Price: $495
	Yoga style: Yin Yoga
	Video content
	Downloadable study guide
	Certification: Yoga alliance approved – Certificate of Completion that can be registered with Yoga Alliance for 20 CEU (Continuing Education Units) Credits.
	Website: pranamaya.com



      discover the course
    












8. Ayurveda Online Yoga Schools









Yoga and Ayurveda fit perfectly well together – both are among the main Indian philosophies that encourage the practice of meditation, breathing, and postures as part of a healthy routine. It also includes the chanting of mantras and the use of herbs. It is as if Ayurveda is the science, and Yoga is the practice of that science.




Experience and support: Siddhi Yoga Ayurveda
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This 25 hours course is a great first introductory concept of three doshas in Ayurveda and taught by Dr. Vikas Kumar Sangotra from Mohali, India. 

He is a graduate of Ayurveda Medicine and Surgery (B.A.M.S) in North India. He studied under the supervision of Dr. L Mahadevan where he learned the art of Gunna Siddhanta and was exposed to a wide range of clinical cases and panchakarma.




In his course, you will learn how to know when your Pitta/Vata/Kapha Dosha is balanced and unbalanced. You will also get trained in knowing what diet/ exercise/yoga is good for Vata Pitta or Kapha Dosha Type.




With this online course, you will also learn the concept of Ritu Charya (Ayurveda Seasons), the concept of Prakruti (Ayurveda Body Type) & Vikruti (Current dosha state), the five elemental/Panch Mahabhoot theory, and an introduction to the concept of Dhatu/ Body Tissues in Ayurveda. 

You will discover the five types of Vata/Pitta/Kapha dosha and where is it present in your body.




  Included in this online Ayurveda training certification:

	Format: Self-paced training
	Duration: 25 hours
	Price: $197
	Style: Ayurveda
	20 downloadable PDF
	27 + video lessons
	Certification: Yoga alliance approved – 25 YACEP hours
	Access to a private group
	Lifetime access and support
	Website: Siddhiyoga.online



      discover the course
    









In-depth and Professional – Yoga Veda School of Ayurveda




Ayurvedic practitioner diploma
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This multimedia (online) training is very professional training in pathology and disease management explicitly created for a quality distance learning program. It provides all of the guidance, support, and continuing education necessary to develop the skills and competencies of an Ayurvedic Practitioner.




As a student, you can engage in a weekly virtual classroom to complete your 150 patient encounters. Their distance mentorship, internship class, and clinical assessment provide an opportunity to present your patient encounters under the supervision of an Ayurvedic Practitioner. Classes are ongoing and meet weekly for the duration of the program.




  What you will learn in this Full Ayurvedic Practitioner Program:

	Spiritual Health & Healing (20-hours live web conference)
	Panchakarma / 20 hours
	Pathology I, II and III (20 hours each)
	Online Clinical Internship / 20 hours
	Sanskrit for Ayurvedic Practitioners / 20 hours
	Chitiksa / 20 hours
	Herbology I / 20 hours
	Herbology II / 20 hours
	Women’s Health / 20 hours
	Postnatal Ayurveda / 20 hours
	Ayur-Yoga & Nutrition Foundations
	Ayurvedic Anatomy / 20 hours
	Clinical Assessment / 20 hours
	Yogic Philosophy / 20 hours
	Clinical experience (6 months of supervised clinical experience +150 patient encounters)
	Website: YogaVedaInstitute



      discover the course
    









Donation based: Yoga Veda Institute
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The Āyurvedic Yoga Teacher (AYT) Diploma allows the teacher to use dietary and lifestyle therapies according to Ayurvedic principles to promote preventive healthcare to students. The yoga instructor certification course includes teachings of ancient yoga traditions, pranayama, philosophical and physical practices of Yoga, and professional development.




Yoga Veda is a Karma Service Centered school and works through a Seva program. Seva is a Sanskrit word meaning selfless service and is considered one of the most essential parts of any spiritual practice. 

This means that the yoga instructor training course is donation based and students “pay it forward” through a karma service commitment of 100 hours in their community. In other words, this Seva could be done, for instance, by donating your time to free community yoga classes.




  Included in this online Ayurveda certification course:

	Format: interactive, weekly live classes, video or audio lectures, reading, and assignments.
	Duration: 450 Hours (12 months).
	Price: Donation plus 100 hours of karma service in your community. For reference, their typical median donation is between $50 – $150 per month.
	Yoga style: Ayurveda
	Yoga teacher certification: YTT Certificate + modules in this online training count toward YACE*
	Instagram: @yoga_veda
	Website: yogavedainstitute.com













Basic and good: Karma Yoga Online Yoga Teacher Training
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Karma Yoga Kundalini teacher training online will cover Kundalini consciousness, pranayama, practice, embodiment, as well as mantras and chakras. Their approach includes not only the yoga poses but offers a focus on breath, alignment, and injury avoidance. They make consistent efforts in creating an inclusive learning environment, despite being online, and provide feedback to all students throughout the program so they can finish the course confident to teach.




  Included in this Kundalini yoga certification online programs:

	Format: self-paced + one on one
	Duration: 4 weeks. Lifetime access.
	Price: $695 (full). Payment plans are available on their website
	E-books
	Mentorship
	Yoga style: Kundalini
	Certification: Kundalini Yoga YTT Certification
	Instagram: @karmayogaca
	Website: karmayoga.ca
















10. Prenatal Online Yoga Teacher Training Certifications









A Prenatal YTT course helps you to extend your career while leading pregnant women through their pregnancy process and preparing them for a powerful birth transition.




Pregnant & Powerful – Brett Larkin’s Prenatal Yoga
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The Uplifted Pregnant and Powerful course is a yoga teacher training online that is about tapping into the inner knowledge, which is already deep inside you as a woman and teacher. In addition to sculpting and stretching, these classes include mental work, mantras, and statements, to help you conquer any anxiety about pregnancy and birth or learn to teach it to your students.




During pregnancy, yoga is more than calming the pelvic floor muscles and discovering how and when to breathe deeply; Brett has done a fantastic job incorporating yoga’s knowledge into this course that can be taken as a spiritual story into your pregnancy or as a yoga instructor certification with the Teacher’s Edition. 




  Included in The Uplifted Pregnant and Powerful online YTT program:

	Price – $USD187 ($USD 137 for a limited time)
	Teacher’s edition – $ USD 199 ($ USD 159 for a limited time)
	Teaching Prenatal Basics videos (this is the same content as our prenatal part for those of you who took the UpliftedTM 200-Hour YTT)
	Teaching: Pregnant & PowerfulTM Teacher Audio & Video Tutorial
	3 Pregnant & PowerfulTM Yoga Sequences with written words and poses
	Prenatal Dos & Don’t PDF Teaching
	Prenatal Yoga Certificate upgraded (upon passing final quiz)
	10 Hours of non-contact CE RYT credit (Please note that these are YCEP Hours of continuing education, not RPYT identification, which includes 85+ hours of contact time, prenatal, and individual education)
	Inspired prenatal yoga routines, Hatha, Vinyasa & Kundalini.
	Kundalini meditations and pregnancy mantras
	six-class series for improving the physical and subtle labor force for the first and second quarters
	Tutorials on pregnancy and breathing
	Seated (or Walking) Meditations Main Mantras and Mudras
	Kundalini Job Preparedness Meditations
	Book, podcasts list
	Brett’s story about her uncensored birth + job tips
	4 Lessons in audio
	Yoga Nidra for Exhausted Moms Pre/Postpartum
	Kriya practice 40 days of postpartum
	Postnatal + Kundalini Practicum BONUS Pre/postnatal Yoga Nidra
	website: brettlarkin.com/prenatal-yoga



      discover the course
    












11. Breath work Certifications Online









Breathwork is a breathing technique that transforms your breathing patterns as a way of influencing the way you are feeling and improving your mental and even physical health.




A transformative journey: Soma Breath
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This comprehensive course includes the science of breath, music, and meditation as a therapeutic tool and 5 core breathwork techniques to unleash your students’ full human potential. You go through the step by step process of SOMA Energized Meditation in Level 1 and how to guide a full Awakening Journey in Level 2




In this fast-growing community of breath workers around the world, you will be part of a community and get to interact with other instructors and find potential clients in your area.




Founder Of SOMA Breath, Niraj Naik performs at large events all over the world and offers a unique approach to breathwork and meditation. SOMA Breath delivers a Breathwork license to guide your clients through workshops, You also get enrolled in their abundance program.




  Included in this online Breathwork certification course:

	Format: Self-paced + One Live 1-on-1 mentoring call with a Master Instructor
	Duration: a few weeks depending on your pace.
	Price: $697 Instructor Training Level 1 + $997 Instructor Training Level 2 $1399 -Level 1 & 2 Instructor Training (4 month payment plan available for $379/month)
	Yoga style: Breathwork
	Bi-weekly live group calls
	Online training materials
	Music & meditation
	Therapeutic Tools
	Access to a Facebook group exclusively for Instructors
	Certification: Professional Certification of Breathwork Facilitator
	Plus license to guide SOMA Energized Meditation Classes (upon graduation of the course)
	Instagram: @somabreath
	Website: somabreath.com
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A holistic approach: The essence of Breath
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The “Essence of Breath” training gently combines the power of different yoga techniques, such as mindfulness, sound bath, and intuitive movement. Through those, an integrative flow is created in a safe environment, allowing students to release all stress accumulated in the physical and mental structures of the body.




It is important to note that the Essence of Breath training will focus on developing the student first before they can become qualified teachers. So every student will undergo a healing and discovery process, strengthening their interior and allowing them to provide their real essence to clients later on.




  Included in this online Breathwork certification course:

	Format: Breathing sessions, live webinars, writing, live courses, and demos.
	Duration: a few weeks.
	Price: N/A
	Yoga style: Breathwork
	Certification: Professional Certification of Breathwork Facilitator
	Instagram: @annielangloisyoga
	Website: annielanglois.com
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How to Have a Profitable Online Yoga Business?









First of all, after you nail down your yoga certification online course at an online yoga school, there are a few steps you have to take before you can start teaching professionally.




Regardless if you are teaching online or in-person, creating a business plan with financial goals is absolutely crucial for every new business – the good part is that it should be more comfortable for an online business than running a physical studio.




Also, you would have to plan and create content to nurture your audience and then market and scale your brand so you can find potential students.




Nowadays, with so many different strategies, we know it can be overwhelming to know where to start.




That is why at YOGI TIMES UNIVERSITY, we recommend the Kelly McHugh “Teach Online”, which will break down all the digital marketing strategies you need to have in place to run a thriving yoga business. 

This is a very complete course to start your business online with a solid foundation. Kelly is personable, kind, and dedicated to lead yoga teachers to their highest potential.
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Ways to Make Additional Income as a Yoga Teacher









Be part of the high-end hotel’s wellness programs









Many luxury hotels offer wellness programs that include yoga classes for their guests. Get in touch with the concierge service office to inquire about any job opportunities. 

You can also contribute to teaching an on-demand private yoga class to their traveling guests.









 You May Also Like>>> YOGI TIMES University Online courses 









Teach private classes









When teaching at various locations (yoga studios, gym, etc.), you will meet many new students and build your regular one. They might ask you to teach them privately, so know your hourly rate and how far you are willing to drive. Teaching private classes is higher income, usually than group classes, and allows you to create your schedule.









Offer lessons to businesses









Many companies now provide yoga lessons as a way to best support their employee’s wellness. Make sure to connect with a few local businesses around you and be one of their reliable and on-staff teachers.









Organize an outdoor class









The beauty of teaching yoga is that you can teach it anywhere. Get creative and hold classes at the beach, in parks, rooftop lounges, empty spaces that are relatively clean; there is no limit! Use social media such as Instagram account and Facebook groups to establish yourself and organize yoga pop-ups wherever you are.









Teach at retreats or yoga centers









Many lead yoga teachers are looking for assistant yoga teachers when leading large groups. This may be a great way to learn behind the scene for future plans of hosting your personal retreat You could reach out to various yoga centers, retreats organizations around the world, and ask if they are hiring or join YogaTrade to see teaching jobs pop up all around the world.









Host your retreats









As you gain confidence in teaching yoga, choosing to organize your retreats will be the logical outcome of becoming a more experienced and well-connected yoga teacher. Our advice is to find a great assistant who is well-organized and can support you with all the logistics that are required for running your event, retreat, conference.




The website BookRetreats.com is a very useful platform to be part of a more extensive network of like-minded people looking to book retreats.









Offer unique workshops









If you have any particular skills you would like to share with your students, why not create your workshops? It’s a way to supplement your income while combining your talents. Make it as unique as possible, so what you offer is different and attracts students to search for this workshop and position you as an expert in that subject, even if it ends up being Yoga and Chocolate Making!









Teach online classes









Open your horizons by teaching your classes online. Nowadays, distance is no longer a hindrance to reaching more people, with so many online yoga platforms growing in popularity. As a yoga teacher, connect with the platform that resonates most with you and reach out to explore how to be one of their teachers. You can also start your YouTube channel and build your clientele by regularly publishing a new yoga video.




Be patient; it might take time before you can see your work’s financial rewards; however, to this day, YouTubes is still a free channel for you to reach a potentially broad audience.









Create your online yoga teacher training program









Once you feel it’s time to teach a program yourself, you will share your expertise by offering your own teacher training program. It helps to develop a yoga instructor certification program that is Yoga Alliance certified, but you are not limited to it. Again uniqueness is a great seller!









Be a yoga and wellness contributor









Do you love writing? Share your acquired knowledge around yoga philosophy and yoga practice with a broader audience by contacting various online publications and offering your written pieces. It will help build your followers and potentially attract new yoga students.









Create your ebooks









Many yoga students need additional support outside of the class. If you are knowledgeable in a few subjects, you can rapidly create short ebooks that you can sell online, which will significantly benefit students, while offering you residual income. There are many websites where you can import your text and it will create an ebook for you.









Affiliate programs online









Find quality online products or services that you believe in, find out if they have an affiliate program with them, and refer the company to your students on your IG, website, Facebook, and even give a direct link to buy. Only do this with company and products, you know, and have tried and love, so you stay authentic in your sharing.









The Role of a Yoga Teacher









With the ever-growing community of yoga practitioners worldwide, it is evident that well-trained yoga teachers, classes, courses, and online yoga schools are in demand. Being a teacher is to lead your students through a cohesive physical practice of yoga while holding a space for students to grow and explore the best aspects of their lifestyle.




It is essential to inspire your students mind to become more present, and for that, YOU must be present in all aspects of your life. Teaching, therefore, is also about learning and growing yourself consistently. Having done one teacher training is not enough in itself to make a great teacher out of you.




Being responsive to the needs and demands of your students is crucial. Your work supports your students in improving their overall lifestyle (physical, mental, and spiritual well-being) through yoga and mindfulness. However, you must also know your limits. Always be ready to refer them to someone with more experience than you on a specific issue you don’t feel comfortable with.









Additional Support After Your Online Yoga Teacher Training









As a yoga teacher, your responsibilities are to develop welcoming classes and well-balanced, cohesive sequencing. There are a few courses you can take that offer “bridge” education for instructors, helping you complete your YTT & prove that you are ready to obtain your yoga teacher credential (take a glance at Zazyoga.com ($797.00 USD) as well as BrettLarkin bridge course. (US$ 1397.00).




As a Yoga teacher, you will also sometimes need to use your body to show the correct ways to get into poses and perform modifications, especially for beginners or injured students. Keep in mind that your students look up to you as a yoga instructor and as a spiritual guide. 




You are the window of your business, so you must walk the talk, and as your students often expect you to have a well-balanced body (and life!), it keeps you inspired to learn and improve yourself along the way. Establish a daily routine to help ensure you retain essential emotional balance and health. Remember that you can give more of yourself when feeling rejuvenated and replenished.









What Can I Expect to Earn as a Yoga Instructor?









It is only natural that you would ask yourself this question; however, there is no single answer. While some teachers might be making between $20 to $35k a year, others can earn way above $150,000 or even a lot more. Like in any industry, the commitment and savviness you will put into your career will make the difference.




One thing for sure is that with today’s technology and the speed at which it evolves, it can either best serve you or hinder you. So our advice is to stay on the pulse of the ever-changing scene of yoga and wellness and educate yourself on what is new continuously. Being through a beautiful website, social media, training sessions, workshops, on line courses, retreats, or all we mentioned above, be assured there are plenty of opportunities to follow your passion while sustaining an abundant lifestyle.









In Essence









We aimed for this article to give you a well-rounded understanding of the best yoga teacher training online currently available. It included many online yoga certification programs, tips that we hope will help you find an option of the best online yoga teacher training that fits your taste.




Our editor’s recommendation for this year 2024 is the 200 Hours Yoga Movement Yoga teacher training, and our publisher’s favourite is MyVinyasa YTT which you can take as a 200/300 or 500 hours. 




Nevertheless, it is essential to weigh your best options when deciding which yoga certification online program and online yoga school are right for you, depending on which focus you have at the moment. In addition, take into account your commitment to the practice, and the different cost options available.  




Namastè!









  FAQs
    
            
        What are the technical requirements for attending an online yoga teacher training?
        
          Stable internet, a computer or tablet, and sometimes specific software or apps as recommended by the training program.

        

      

            
        How do you balance self-paced study with live sessions in online training?
        
          Create a structured schedule, prioritize live sessions, and allocate time for self-study and practice.

        

      

            
        Can online yoga training cater to specific needs such as injuries or disabilities?
        
          Many programs offer adaptations for different abilities, but it’s important to communicate your needs to the instructors.

        

      

            
        What are the post-certification support options available from online yoga schools?
        
          Some programs offer alumni networks, continued education opportunities, and resources for starting your teaching career.

        

      

            
        How do international students navigate timezone differences in live sessions?
        
          Look for programs offering recordings of live sessions or those with flexible live session timings.

        

      

            
        Are there opportunities for real-world teaching practice in online training?
        
          Some online courses incorporate teaching assignments or offer virtual classrooms for practice.

        

      

            
        How do online yoga teacher training programs address the spiritual aspects of yoga?
        
          Comprehensive programs include yoga philosophy and meditation, often through dedicated modules or integrated lessons.

        

      

            
        What are the career prospects after completing an online yoga teacher training?
        
          Opportunities vary from teaching at studios or online platforms to starting your own yoga business or further specializing in yoga disciplines.

        

      

            
        Are these Online Yoga Teacher Training Programs available in Australia, the United Kingdom, Canada, New Zealand, Ireland, UAE, Sweden, Netherlands, Singapore, Mexico, Switzerland, Denmark, Norway, Indonesia, Belgium, Germany, Malaysia, Spain, France, Israel, South Africa, Finland, Hong Kong, US Virgin Islands, United States of America?
        
          Yes, all Online Yoga Teacher Training programs are available worldwide. Please be mindful of time zone differences when purchasing, as class schedules may vary.

        

      

          

    








  SOURCES
    
            
        Yoga Statistics
        
          https://www.finder.com/ua/yoga-statistics

        

      

            
        Yoga Alliance Approves Distance Learning
        
          https://blog.yogaalliance.org/2023/07/19/more-choices-in-teaching-learning-and-practicing-yoga/

        

      

            
        Is Yoga Teacher Training Worth It?
        
          https://blog.yogaallianceprofessionals.org/is-online-yoga-teacher-training-worth-it

        

      

            
        YACE: Yoga Alliance Continuing Education
        
          https://www.yogaalliance.org/Credentialing/ContinuingEducation
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